
School Re-opening FAQ’s 
 

 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS: 

1. How will the reopening of the school change the schedules for the Zoom students? 

a. There will be one Zoom/ in-person combined section for each grade level in K-5. The 

other sections will be integrated into in-person classes. 

 

2. Who will be teaching in person classes versus zoom classes?  

a. Almost all of the Zoom classes will be thought by the same in-person teachers, 

b. Very few teachers have been assigned to teach new subjects. 

 

3. Why are Zoom students being taught by assistants?  

a. In-person and zoom classes are all taught by the same teachers and not by TA’s, 

b. TA’s may be assigned to ASL classes. 

 

4. Need to clarify if parents do not send the kids to in-person instruction now, what is the process to 

do it later?  

a. Students can continue with zoom according to the new schedule from home, please pay 

attention to the new Zoom schedule for grades 3, 4, and 5, which is staggered. Schedules 

will be sent once they have been finalized. 

b. Students can shift from zoom to in-person instruction at any time. 

 

5. Will students be allowed to interact with one another and play at any time while on campus? 

a. Students will be divided into classroom sections not more than 14 students in each group, 

b. Students in different groups will be wearing red, blue, and yellow T-shirts, 

c. Students will interact with other students of the same T-shirt color only, keeping 4ft. 

distance at all times. 

 

6. Will the school eventually provide lunch for K-5 students (catered or in-house cafeteria)? 

a. In the beginning students will bring lunch from home, 

b. In the future, the school may provide lunch from the school at a nominal cost. 

7. What is the ratio of in person students versus zoom students? 
a. It varies.  
b. There are mixed classrooms with students who zoom and in-person instruction followers. 

 
8. If parents need more info from the school, would you consider to organize a zoom meeting? 

a. Definitely. 


